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---------- This Week's Hot News ------- 

DVD 

I. America is now suffering a second and a third 
nuclear plant crisis! 

Japan is still reeling from her nuclear disaster. 

NEWS BRIEF: "Flooded Ft Calhoun Nuclear Plant: 4 
emergency failures, 2 electric", Examiner News, June 26, 2011 

"As an astounding 195,000 cubic feet of water per second raged past Omaha today, the 
public was told that the nuclear plant across the flooding river from the city, the Fort 
Calhoun Nuclear Station, poses no danger since it is closed, albeit flooded, and as of 
today, operating on emergency electricity, the fourth emergency there in recent days, 
the second power failure emergency. The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) confirmed Sunday 
that the plant requires electricity to avoid melting the core, even though the plant is 
'closed'."  

Since the disaster at Three Mile Island and at Chernobyl, I have been personally 
convinced that the dangers inherent in nuclear power generating plants were too high 
and that, eventually, the world would suffer some really serious crises. Therefore, I was 
amazed when government officials around the world began to espouse the safety of 
nuclear power plants during the early 1990's and began to build nuclear power plants by 
the many dozens throughout the world. 

Now, the "chickens seem to be coming home to roost" in the nuclear power industry.  

Let us return to the Ft. Calhoun power plant. 

"The Nuclear Regulatory Commission audits only about 5 percent of activities at nuclear 
plants each year according to the Union of Concerned Scientists. Two-thirds of US 
Nuclear Plants have been leaking radiation and Ft. Calhoun has been among the 
nation's 14 most dangerous nuclear plants before it was flooded and operating with 
emergency electricity according to a Nuclear Regulatory Commission letter." 

Does this sentence mean that Ft. Calhoun Nuclear Power Plant was simply a "disaster 
ready to happen"? Why can't government regulators ever carry out their jobs reasonably 

http://www.examiner.com/human-rights-in-national/epic-flood-destroys-fort-calhoun-nuclear-plant-electricity
http://www.examiner.com/human-rights-in-national/epic-flood-destroys-fort-calhoun-nuclear-plant-electricity
http://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=2248


and professionally? Perhaps it is time to get the incompetent government out of the 
business of regulating anything!  

Do you remember the disaster at New Orleans during Katrina? That hurricane came 
and went and the levees held. Residents began to breathe a sigh of relief. But, 
suddenly, in the darkness of night, residents heard what sounded like explosions in the 
direction of the levees; abruptly, the levees collapsed and massive quantities of water 
gushed to engulf the city. 

The government took the action it needed to take to damage New Orleans to the degree 
its leaders wanted it to be damaged. Do you remember the shocking FEMA prediction 
on September 10, 2001, that New Orleans would be destroyed by a hurricane? Let us 
stroll down this memory lane: 

"NEWS BRIEF: "12 lessons that S.C. can learn from Katrina", The State Newspaper, 
September 4, 2005 

"In 2001, the Federal Emergency Management Agency ranked the most likely and 
deadly disasters that could befall the United States. The top three were a terrorist attack 
on New York, an earthquake in San Francisco and a hurricane in New Orleans. The list 
was announced at a conference on Sept. 10. The next day was 9/11." 

This news is so incredible that we need to stop right here, so we can accurately 
understand what we have just been told. On September 10, 2001, FEMA accurately 
"predicted" the "three most likely and deadly disasters that could befall the United 
States". These deadly disasters foretold were: 

1) Terrorist attack on New York 

2) An earthquake in San Francisco 

3) A hurricane in New Orleans  

(Quote taken from Headline News Article, NEWS2104, entitled, "Startling Revelations: 
Now You Know Why The Illuminati Telegraphs Its Punches") 

On the very next day after this FEMA prediction, the attacks of 9/11 occurred -- the Twin 
Towers and The Pentagon were attacked, precisely as the Illuminati Card Game 
predicted in 1995! Obviously, disasters #1 and #3 from this list have already occurred. 
Therefore, one has to worry that an unprecedented earthquake on the West Coast -- 
either in Los Angeles or San Francisco -- might be next on the "hit list" of the Illuminati. 
Remember, Scalar Wave Technology can produce both hurricanes and earthquakes in 
whatever magnitude is desired, and precisely at the location desired.  

It is shocking, almost beyond belief, to understand that the government knew what 
disaster was going to befall New York City and New Orleans; these disasters were 

http://www.cuttingedge.org/News/n2104.cfm
http://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=2248
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http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n2414.htm


planned in order to overthrow this Old World Order so the New World Order can be 
established! 

Many people believe the government deliberately sabotaged the levees protecting New 
Orleans. We may be facing the same situation at Ft. Calhoun! 

"Locals in the Fort Calhoun area who know workers at the plant are attributing the 
collapsed berm to a 'man-made puncture' according to reports to Dupré. The Omaha 
World-Herald reports that Omaha Public Power District admits the anti-flood water filled 
rubber berm (the 'Aqua-dam') failed 'due to on-site activities'. It is unclear what type of 
utility 'activities' caused the berm's 'accidental failure'." 

DVD 

Does the government want the situation at Ft. Calhoun to 
degenerate still further, to scare residents to a higher degree than 
they are currently scared? Remember, Doc Marquis reveals in 
his new DVD, "2012 & Beyond: Paradigm Shift", that the 
Illuminati plans call for a constant level of worry and concern, as 
a means by which they will ultimately persuade mankind to 
accept the New Order of the Masonic Christ.  

This level of general worry permeates the globe today. Threats to 
our health, to our economy and to many sectors of society on 

which we depend are keeping most of mankind constantly in inner turmoil. 

However, Ft. Calhoun is not the only nuclear scare in America today! 

NEWS BRIEF: "NM blaze threatening nuclear lab, sparking fires", Yahoo News, 
June 28, 2012 

"LOS ALAMOS, N.M. (AP) — Firefighters worked through the night and into Tuesday 
hoping to put out spot fires erupting ahead of a wildfire in the mountains above the 
northern New Mexico town that is home to a government nuclear laboratory ... The 
ominous orange haze was visible at night from deserted Trinity Drive in Los Alamos, 
from which 12,500 residents were evacuated." 

"The wildfire has destroyed 30 structures south and west of Los Alamos. It forced the 
closure of the lab ... Laboratory officials said the wildfire sparked a spot fire on its 
property that was soon contained Monday, and no contamination was released. They 
also assured that radioactive materials stored in spots on the sprawling lab were safe." 

This reassurance is a refrain we have heard before by government officials, only to 
learn later that the original happy news was very wrong. 

http://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=2324
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"The anti-nuclear watchdog group Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety said the fire 
appeared to be about 3.5 miles from a dumpsite where as many as 30,000 55-gallon 
drums of plutonium-contaminated waste were stored in fabric tents above ground. The 
group said the drums were awaiting transport to a dump site in southern New Mexico." 

The last quote from this article is not particularly reassuring. 

"... 'you never are safe when you have such a dry situation and you have fuel load and 
you have vicious winds like this', said Sen. Tom Udall, D-N.M., who visited evacuees at 
the Santa Claran Hotel Casino in Espanola. 'When you combine all of those together, 
(it's) very explosive'." 

At this point, let us examine current news on the nuclear contamination spread from the 
Japanese nuclear plant, Fukushima. 

NEWS BRIEF: "Japan's nuclear waste spreads through Pacific ", ABC Radio News, 
Australia, 28 June 2011 

"Japanese scientists predict that radioactive material leaking from the crippled 
Fukushima nuclear plant will spread 4,000 kilometers through the Pacific Ocean in the 
next year. Japan's Atomic Energy Agency says the caesium contamination will also 
reach Hawaii in three years, Then it will wash along the United States west coast in five 
years." 

Now comes the official reassurance: 

"But the agency says by that time the caesium will not pose a threat to human health." 

The Pacific Ocean contains an awful lot of water, and Japan's scientists are calculating 
that this nuclear contamination will be safely diluted by the time it reaches Hawaii and 
the United States. We certainly hope they are right. 

The bottom line seems to be that this Illuminati Card entitled, "Nuclear Accident" may 
have a more planned outreach than we originally thought, as the world is now 
witnessing nuclear power plant crises in Japan and the United States, plus a wildfire 

threatening the nuclear lab at Los Alamos. 

DVD 

II. As the world is spinning quickly toward a truly cashless 
society, has anyone thought that the government could then 
propel its control over its citizens to a new holocaust? 

Such a systematic murder of government "dissidents" may 
be the ultimate goal of the Global Elite.  

http://www.radioaustralianews.net.au/stories/201106/3255104.htm?desktop
http://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=2228


NEWS BRIEF: "Playing with Fire in a Cashless Society ", by Ben Parry, InfoWars, 
June 27, 2011 

"... you have heard of the credit society where people are enabled to get credit cards 
and buy shoes and things at the store based on a credit card, but if your credit goes bad 
you can‘t use your credit card. But even if your credit goes bad, you can still take a five 
dollar bill, go into the grocery store and buy yourself some bread and some milk." 

The existence of cash money has always rankled the planners of a future society where 
"no man can buy or sell same he that has the mark". It is true, that anyone can take 
cash money into a store to buy his needs, even if his credit has been choked off, at the 
flip of a switch somewhere. How can citizens be denied this type of cash transaction? 

"Under the cashless society, with one click, you can be DE-listed from having a 
transaction ... we‘re not burdened with dollar bills and things. There‘s a dark side to that 
... This is a great convenience and also a great avenue to individual destruction. A great 
avenue toward the confiscation, not of money, but of personal liberty." 

"Imagine what would happen if the government ... decides that it can push a button to 
stop somebody from having a transaction. They can already push a button and stop 
your master card in a moment‘s notice, but can they actually push a button and stop you 
from buying bread? That‘s what the cashless society will do.― 

Obviously, the world is not yet at this truly cashless point. But, we are being prodded in 
that direction speedily! Implanted chips are said to be the key for government to control 
every citizen in the way the prophecy of Revelation 13:161-8 demands! 

"These are the Promethean issues that face us with the cashless society, which is 
merely the next step in a society which is controlled and mass controlled and 
centralized ... Onto the stage and into the lime light steps the Verichip, the world‘s first 
and only FDA approved implantable microchip for humans. Get implanted with this 
RFID chip, and forever you can be ‗read‘ with a hand held device ... Cashless Society. 
There are only two options before us, for a truly cashless society to exist. One involves 
our mobile phones incorporating every piece of data usually stored on plastic cards in 
our wallets – Medicare, licenses, credit and bank cards, etc. Or an implantable RFID 
microchip." 

Now that government can instantly identify anyone at anytime, and anywhere, the next 
holocaust is guaranteed! Doubt it not. This author explains:  

"... 'what took Hitler repeat efforts with IBM cards, program after program, to register the 
Jews, to exclude them from society, to confiscate their assets, the fourth area was 
ghettoization, the fifth is deportation, the sixth is extermination' explains Edwin. 'That 
long process can now be done in a moments notice with a click of a button.‖ 

http://www.infowars.com/playing-with-fire-in-a-cashless-society/
http://cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=1574
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At this point, the author of this article turns to the only "conspiracy" which exists in the 
world today. 

"Edwin Black has documented corporate collusion with governments and offers a blunt 
warning to all who are willing to listen. Is the cashless society the next step towards 
another holocaust? A technological holocaust, at the discretion of those who control the 
digital money? If a corporation as large and as influential as IBM can remain as 
predominant and influential as it is, even with their genocidal history exposed, how can 
anyone deny a conspiracy exists?" 

We concur wholeheartedly. The Global Elite are rapidly creating the capability of 
identifying every single person in the world and forcing them to buy and sell only 
through this "Mark of the Beast" system. When the time comes for Antichrist to begin 
murdering dissidents, his officials can know exactly where they are and when they can 
be arrested. 

Don't you find it amazingly reassuring that this entire End of the Age system was 
foreseen and foretold by the Almighty God Who came to die for our sins so we may live 
with Him eternally? 

III. One expert predicts that mankind will encounter 
aliens in no more than 20 years! 

I heard with my own ears a House of Theosophy 
leader brag that aliens and UFO's will aid the New Age 
Christ when he appears.  

NEWS BRIEF: "Alien encounters 'within twenty years' ", The 
Guardian (London), 27 June 2011 

"Russian scientists expect humanity to encounter alien 
civilisations within the next two decades, a top Russian 

astronomer said on Monday. 'The genesis of life is as inevitable as the formation of 
atoms ... Life exists on other planets and we will find it within 20 years' said Andrei 
Finkelstein, director of the Russian Academy of Sciences' Applied Astronomy Institute." 

Listen to the importance of aliens to the plan for the New World Order. 

"ALIENS, UFO'S -- WHY ARE THEY CONSTANTLY IN THE NEWS, IN MOVIES AND 
TV SHOWS? WHY ARE WE BOMBARDED WITH EXPERTS CLAIMING THEY HAVE 
PROVEN EXISTENCE OF EXTRATERRESTRIALS?" NEWS1500.  

"WHEN UFO'S ARRIVE: POPULAR MECHANICS CONDITIONS ITS READERS TO 
ACCEPT THE REALITY OF UFO'S AND THE ALIENS THEY WILL BE CARRYING" 
NEWS1912.  

http://cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=1730
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2011/jun/27/alien-encounters-twenty-years-russian-astronomer
http://www.cuttingedge.org/News/n1500.cfm
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Many times, the truth is stranger the fiction. It just is usually hidden behind a 
propaganda facade generated by Mass Media! Never forget this unpleasant truth. 

DVD 

IV. The Illuminati is very close to seizing control over 
the world's food supply, one of their most coveted 
goals. 

Famine and the high cost of seed is the Third Seal of 
Revelation; Monsanto can cause these disasters to 

happen through control of "terminator seed". 

NEWS BRIEF: "Monsanto trying to take over world seed supply, nation by nation 
", by Kaitlyn Moore, Natural News, June 27, 2011 

"He who controls the seed controls the food supply; and he who controls the food 
supply controls the world. There is no question that Monsanto is on a mission to 
monopolize the conventional seed market. In fact, they are steadfastly working towards 
the goal of creating a world where 100% of all commercial seeds are genetically 
modified and patented- basically a world where natural seeds are extinct." 

We have been warning of the dangers of this genetically modified seed since the mid-
1980's, but few people listened. Now, Monsanto has a seed which has been dubbed the 
"terminator seed", a seed which produces a plant which does not produce seeds for a 
future planting; in effect, the seeds produced by Monsanto plants are sterile. 

This startling reality means that Monsanto has a one-year grip on the food supply of the 
nations of the world. When you couple this frightening reality of sterile seeds with the 
fact that most of the nations of the world have steadily been drawing down their 
emergency supply of food, you have a situation of almost unbelievable proportions. 

Some nations have even made it illegal for their citizens to buy or sell or plant seeds 
which produce plants that grow fertile seeds. How is that for "proof of a conspiracy"? 

The time is soon coming when a nation which refuses to buy high-priced Monsanto 
seed will simply starve that year. Literally, Monsanto can single-handidly cause the 
famine and death of Seal Three in Revelation 6! 

How close is Monsanto right now to gaining 100% control of the world's supply of seed? 

"Unfortunately for the global community Monsanto is accomplishing their purpose. They 
currently own 90% of the world's patents for GMO seed including cotton, soybeans, 
corn, sugar beets and canola. " 

http://www.naturalnews.com/032826_Monsanto_seed_supply.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/032826_Monsanto_seed_supply.html
http://cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=2186


"Farmers that sign up for Monsanto's seeds of destruction find themselves hooked. 
Year after year, no matter what prices are being charged, they are dependent on GMO 
seeds for new crops because GMO seeds - the bastardized versions they are - don't 
regenerate." 

Yes, profits will be huge. 

But, the real danger is that, as the world spins closer and closer to the appearance of 
Antichrist -- and most Christians believe we are very, very close -- profits are less 
important than the strength and support a company like Monsanto can provide to the 
Masonic Christ in his attempts to ruthlessly thin world population by over 4 billion 
people! 

Commentary Set  

Let us now examine the wording of Seal Three, Revelation 6.  

"... when he had opened the third seal, I heard the third beast 
say, Come and see. And I beheld, and lo a black horse; and 
he that sat on him had a pair of balances in his hand. And I 
heard a voice in the midst of the four beasts say, A measure 
of wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a 
penny..." (Revelation 6:5-6) 

This Jamieson-Faussett-Brown Commentary -- Spurgeon's 
favorite commentary -- provides this insight to this incredible 

prophetic passage. 

The color of this horse is black, "implying sadness and want".  

However, God does show mercy as He limits the amount of inflationary pressure this 
Seal Judgment delivers the world.  

"A Measure -- While making food scarce, do not make it so much so that a chænix 
(about a day's provision of wheat, variously estimated at two or three pints) shall not be 
obtainable "for a penny" (denarius, about twenty cents, probably the day's wages of a 
laborer)." 

"Famine generally follows the sword", which is significant because Seal Two judgment 
was unbelievable global war, from a special kind of "huge sword" wielded by the 
supernatural rider. 

"The sword, famine, noisome beasts, and the pestilence, are God's four judgments on 
the earth ... three measures of barley for a penny -- the cheaper and less nutritious 
grain, bought by the laborer who could not buy enough wheat for his family with his 
day's wages, a denarius, and, therefore, buys barley." 

http://cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=977


Interestingly, God seems to spare the rich in this calamity. 

"... see thou hurt not the oil, and the wine -- the luxuries of life, rather than necessaries; 
the oil and wine were to be spared." 

While God is using wicked leaders of the worldwide Antichrist movement to deliver 
famine and death to the rest of the world, He evidently is sparing these leaders until a 
later, more terrible judgment befalls them. Four years ago, Cutting Edge posted an 
article in which we note the prophetic evidence that God is going to allow some nations 
to experience prosperity into the first 3 1/2 years of Tribulation.  

This Headline News article is entitled, "Will Some Nations Experience Economic 
Prosperity In The Tribulation Period?", NEWS2239.  

This current news story about Monsanto just reinforces our belief when we posted this 
article in 2007. God is going to allow some nations to experience prosperity for a time 
into the Tribulation, reserving judgment for these nations for a later time, and a more 
terrible judgment. 

--------Concluding Inspiration ---------“Looking unto Jesus." Hebrews 12:2 

"It is ever the Holy Spirit's work to turn our eyes away from self to Jesus; but 
Satan's work is just the opposite of this, for he is constantly trying to make us 
regard ourselves instead of Christ. He insinuates, "Your sins are too great for 
pardon; you have no faith; you do not repent enough; you will never be able to 
continue to the end; you have not the joy of His children; you have such a 
wavering hold of Jesus." All these are thoughts about self, and we shall never 
find comfort or assurance by looking within. But the Holy Spirit turns our eyes 
entirely away from self: He tells us that we are nothing, but that "Christ is all in 
all." Remember, therefore, it is not thy hold of Christ that saves thee—it is Christ; 
it is not thy joy in Christ that saves thee—it is Christ; it is not even faith in Christ, 
though that be the instrument—it is Christ's blood and merits; therefore, look not 
so much to thy hand with which thou art grasping Christ, as to Christ; look not to 
thy hope, but to Jesus, the source of thy hope; look not to thy faith, but to Jesus, 
the author and finisher of thy faith. We shall never find happiness by looking at 
our prayers, our doings, or our feelings; it is what Jesus is, not what we are, that 
gives rest to the soul. If we would at once overcome Satan and have peace with 
God, it must be by "looking unto Jesus." Keep thine eye simply on Him; let His 
death, His sufferings, His merits, His glories, His intercession, be fresh upon thy 
mind; when thou wakest in the morning look to Him; when thou liest down at 
night look to Him. Oh! let not thy hopes or fears come between thee and Jesus; 
follow hard after Him, and He will never fail thee. 

 
"My hope is built on nothing less 
Than Jesus' blood and righteousness: 

http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n2239.cfm


I dare not trust the sweetest frame, 
But wholly lean on Jesus' name." 

"Morning and Evening Devotions", by C.H. Spurgeon 

 

http://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=2269

